The math requirement is MATH 103 or 155A or 255A, plus MATH 140. The diagram includes preparatory courses to this requirement.

A Graduation Evaluation is required 2 to 3 semesters prior to planned date of graduation.

Domain Emphasis Package:
Select a minor (18 units minimum), or a cohesive package of electives (15 units)

Domain Emphasis Package:
Completion of a minor or a cohesive package of courses approved by the student’s faculty advisor and the Computer Science Department Chair. Courses offered by the Department of Computer Science and the College of Business and Economics may not be used to satisfy this requirement.

Cohesive packages must consist of 15 units with no more than 6 of those units at the lower division level and must be approved by the Computer Science Department Chair prior to enrollment in any course contained in the package.

Placement in courses leading to the preparatory requirements is dependent on SAT/ACT, ELM and MPT scores. Consult with an academic advisor for proper placement.
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2017-18 Catalog Requirements

Must receive "C-" or better in all courses attempted at CSUN that are required by major unless otherwise stated; courses marked with (#) require "C" or better ("C" in MATH 150A only if it is first math taken); all transfer courses must be "C" or better.

http://www.csun.edu/compsci